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Razom Response Anti-Ukraine Letter to Conservative Coalition Letter on Congressional Ukraine Aid

Washington, D.C.

The letter from a dozen Republican-aligned groups advocating against further aid to Ukraine is misguided, misinformed, and diametrically opposed to America’s national interest.

Despite occasional aberrations, supporting a free, democratic, and sovereign Ukraine is and will remain a bipartisan issue in Congress. Strong majorities on both sides of the aisle understand that helping Ukraine prevail against Russia’s invasion is clearly in the American national interest. Putin’s aggression threatens not just Ukraine, but the United States as well. Nothing will do more to bolster the safety and security of the United States than a clear and definitive victory for Ukraine.

As missile attacks across Ukraine this morning prove, Russia’s campaign of terror against Ukraine is not letting up, even with Russia’s recent defeat in Kherson, which was made possible by U.S. military assistance.

Beyond the pragmatic interest in ending Putin’s War, the U.S. also has a moral commitment to stop genocide and crimes against humanity when we can. As Russia continues to attack, kill, and target civilians, it is right and just for the U.S. to render aid that prevents the slaughter of innocents.

* * *

For media inquiries or other questions, please contact Nana Gongadze at nana.gongadze@razomforukraine.org. Razom (“together” in Ukrainian) is a U.S.-based nonprofit dedicated to helping build a more democratic and prosperous Ukraine. Razom has raised over $60 million for medical and humanitarian aid since February 24th. Razom Advocacy is a branch of Razom that advances nonpartisan research and policy and works on nurturing community engagement across the United States. More information is available at RazomForUkraine.org.